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1.	Introduction
Apprenticeship education was exclusively the center of commercial education in Japan until the 

early modern period (Saito, 2002: 115-121). Therefore, when organizational commercial education was 
introduced after the Meiji Restoration, this was very heterogeneous for the actual situation of domestic 
companies. With few requests from domestic merchants, modern commercial education was introduced 
from Europe and the United States as part of the industrial policies of state and local government. Under 
these circumstances, argument over the nature of commercial education was not necessarily based on 
the necessity and rationality of business practices. This trend was seen particularly in the debate over 
higher commercial education.

In this paper, we consider the role of the businessperson in the process of increasing divergence 
between higher commercial education and practice in Japan. In particular, we focus our attention on a 
process leading to the promotion of Tokyo Koto Shogyo Gakko (Tokyo Higher Commercial School ) to 
Tokyo Shoka Daigaku (Tokyo College of Commerce ). The Tokyo College of Commerce, a predecessor 
of Hitotsubashi Daigaku (Hitotsubashi University ), was the best commercial educational institution in 
Japan before the Second World War. The increasing divergence between the Tokyo Higher Commercial 
School and business practices was led by business persons who felt opposition to traditional values that 
discriminate against commerce.

Divergence from business practices occurred until the 1920s among faculties of universities and 
vocational schools relating to economics and business administration. A qualitative mismatch had arisen 
between the nature human resources companies sought and the nature of graduates of higher education. 
In the recession of the 1920s, employment in companies became difficult for graduates from higher 
education institutions.
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According to Zenkoku Daigaku Senmongakko Sotsugyosei Shushoku Jokyo Shirabe, the 
employment rate of students who had graduated from colleges and universities in March 1928 was 
only 53.9% (see Table 1). In particular, the employment rate of graduates of law and economics 
programs, 46.3%, was lower than that of graduates of arts and crafts programs, 53%. In one aspect, this 
employment problem of the highly educated was caused by the excess supply of the highly educated (See 
Graph1 & Graph2). On the other hand, a mismatch between the nature of the highly educated and the 
desires of companies made the problem worse.

Table1:	Employment	Situation	of	Graduates	of	Universities	and	Vocational	Schools	in	1928
Discipline Number of Graduates Number of  Job Offerers Rate of Employment
Law and Economics 7,165 3,322 46
Science & Engineering 2,718 1,993 73
Agriculture & Forestry 1,723 853 50
Medicine 2,359 163 69
Education 221 190 86
Art 334 177 53
Other 597 320 54
Women's Colleges 1,901 683 36
Total 17,018 9,171 54

Source: Chuo Shokugyo Shokai Jimukyoku (1929) Table.1

Graph1:	Employment	Rate	of	Graduates	from	Universities	(1914-1928)

Source: Chuo Shokugyo Shokai  Jimukyoku (1929) Table2
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Graph2:	Number	of	Graduates	from	Universities	(1914-1928)

Source: Chuo Shokugyo Shokai  Jimukyoku (1929) Table2

In 1928 and 1929, Nihon Keizai Renmeikai( Japan Economic Federation ) conducted surveys 
on the employment problem of graduates of universities and vocational schools against academics and 
business owners (Nihon Keizai Renmeikai, 1929, 1930). From the survey results, it was possible to 
determine why companies were unsatisfied with the quality of graduates of higher education institutions. 
For example, a life insurance company’s senior executive pointed out the incompatibility between the 
practices of university graduates and business practices: “Graduates of the universities are too academic. 
They can be considered theoretically well. However, without five or six years of training, they cannot 
carry out day-to-day operations well.”

In addition, a spinning company’s senior executive doubted the meaningfulness of graduation 
from higher education institutions: “Quality of performance is generally determined depending on the 
person. In some cases, junior high school graduates are more suitable for practical use than graduates of 
colleges and universities.” 

Of course, not all executives doubted the meaningfulness of graduation from higher education. 
Many executives appreciated graduates of colleges and universities as possible future executives (see 
Table 2). However, most executives questioned the suitability of university graduates for serving 
as clerks. Business executives requested the “strengthening of practical training at universities and 
colleges” and even the “shrinking of higher education institutions” (see Table 3). It is evident that 
the criticism directed to the faculties of law, economics, and commerce because most of the Japanese 
students were enrolled in programs in these areas.
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Table2:	Opinions	about	the	practical	skills	and	attitudes	of	humanities	graduates
Practical skills at the time 
of the entering a company

Attitudes toward the 
practice

Suitability as a candidate for 
executive

Positive 4 0 10
Negative 11 10 0
Uncategorizable 8 13 13
Total 23 23 23

Source: Nihon Keizai Renmeikai (1929)
Note: Responses from banks, insurance companies, and trading companies. Responses from manufacturers 

were excluded.

Table3:	Demands	for	higher	education	of	the	companies

Expansion of 
Job Hunting

Inhibiting 
Advancement 
Rate

Collaboration 
with Business Ability-ism Shrinking Practical 

Training
Liberal Arts 
Education

Personality 
Development

Positive 30 28 16 13 41 24 16 14
% 53 49 28 23 72 42 28 25

Other 27 29 41 44 16 33 41 43
% 47 51 72 77 28 58 72 75

Total 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Source: Fujii (2000) Table7-1.
Raw data: Nihon Keizai Renmeikai(1930).

It is possible to obtain some suggestions about the divergence between business practices and 
commercial education in higher education institutions in Japan from previous studies on the nature of 
private vocational schools that later became private universities. Ikuo Amano points out that the role of 
the private vocational school, which increased in the 1880s, was not limited to professional education 
(Amano, 1993: 116-117). 

Students in private vocational schools included many sons of wealthy commoners who 
recognized the diverse values of higher education. Some students learned western knowledge, like 
economics and law, as accomplishments for educated adults in modern society. Private vocational 
schools in Tokyo functioned as liberal arts education institutions for young people from rural areas 
(Amano, 1993: 130).

Yoshimaru Sato examined Sanae Takada’s “Kyoyo Daigaku Koso (Liberal arts college 
initiative)” and revealed the thought of private vocational school officials that private vocational 
schools should play a different role from the elite schools like Tokyo Teikoku Daigaku  (Tokyo Imperial 
University ) and focus on liberal arts education (Sato, 2000). 

These discussions are useful in explaining the non-practice-oriented nature of private vocational 
schools. However, this non-practice-oriented nature was found even in the Tokyo College of Commerce, 
the most prestigious national college of commerce in Japan.

According to Hitotsubashi Daigaku Nempu, half of the Tokyo College of Commerce graduates 
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were unemployed in 1929, suggesting that the companies of that era did not value the nature of those 
graduates (Hitotsubashi University, 1976). 

The Tokyo University of Commerce originated with Shoho Kosyu Jo (Institute for Business 
Training), established in 1875 and the oldest modern commercial education institution in Japan. As 
described below, the curriculum of the Institute for Business Training was an emulation of U.S. business 
colleges and was characterized by practice-oriented nature. In this paper, we examine the changing 
nature of the curriculum of this school from practice oriented to non-practice oriented. 

2.	Japan’s	Adoption	of	the	American-style	Business	College	

In this section, we introduce the history of Tokyo Higher Commercial School. The Institute for 
Business Training was established in 1875 in Tokyo by Tetsunosuke Tomita and Arinori Mori. Mori, 
one of the first Japanese diplomats, arrived in Washington, D.C., in October of 1870 and established 
Japanese legation there (Hosoya, 1990: 21). Mori was to serve as a liaison between the US Government 
and the Iwakura Mission and as a supporter of Japanese students studying in the United States. Mori 
also studied American culture. He published a book, Life and Resources in America, in 1871. In this 
book, they referred to the Chain of Commercial Colleges. He thought that business education served as 
an engine of economic growth in the Gilded Age: 

In none of the public schools of America are the foundation principles of commerce 
taught, and hence there has been established by private individuals what is called a “Chain of 
Commercial Colleges”. These number not less than forty, and extend from Maine to Louisiana. 
Their course of instruction is very complete, and covers all that is necessary for a commercial 
life. And because this association is under one head, the regulations are such that a student, after 
completing a course of studies in one, may again take them up and pursue them at another school 
of the Chain without additional expense. (Mori, 1871: 89)

In 1872, he conducted a survey about future Japanese education policy against famous pastors, 
politicians, and university professors, including James McCosh (president of Princeton University) and 
David Murray (professor at Rutgers University). He published the results of this survey in 1873 (Mori, 
1873).

Tomita was accepted at Bryant, Stratton, & Whitney Business College in Newark, New Jersey, 
in 1870 (Hosoya, 1990: 34). This school was a part of the Bryant and Stratton and Co.’s Chain of 
International Commercial Colleges built by Henry Beadman Bryant and Henry Dwight Stratton in 1853 
(e.g. Khurana, 2007: 88).

Mori selected Tomita as an Iwakura Mission interpreter (Hosoya, 1990: 39). Through 
collaborative activity, Mori’s ideas and Tomita’s experience were blended, and they constructed a plan 
to establish a modern commercial education institute in Japan. 

Tomita suggested William Cogswell Whitney—principal of Bryant, Stratton, & Whitney 
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Business College where Tomita had been studying—as a teacher. Whitney received a request from Mori 
and came to Japan in 1875. Because of the Long Depression (1873-1896) and severe competition with 
an emerging chain of commercial colleges named Eastman Business College, Whitney’s college faced 
a slump, and Whitney himself faced the serious threat of bankruptcy (Hosoya, 1990: 46-47). Perhaps 
Whitney was attracted to the annual salary of five thousand dollars proposed by Mori. 

Tomita and Mori planned to establish an official modern commercial school. However, the 
Ministry of Education opposed the plan. Therefore, Mori established the Institute for Business Training 
as a private school. Tokyo-fu and Tokyo Shoho Kaigisyo (Tokyo Chamber of Commerce) offered funds 
and the school site. Because Mori was appointed as an ambassador to the Qing Dynasty, he transferred 
the school to Tokyo-fu. Tokyo-fu entrusted this school to Eiichi Shibusawa who was president of the 
Tokyo Chamber of Commerce. 

Whitney introduced the curriculum of U.S. business colleges into the Institute for Business 
Training. The curriculum of the Institute for Business Training consisted of bookkeeping, English 
writing, English conversation and grammar, mathematics, and economics. The course term was 18 
months, but this changed several times. All lectures were held in English, using the same textbooks 
as those used in U.S. business colleges. For example, Bryant et al. (1863) was used as a bookkeeping 
textbook.

In 1876, Shibusawa asked Jiro Yano to assume the position of president of the school. In 
response to requests from the Chamber of Commerce, Yano formed a plan for a new course in Japanese 
and implemented this plan in 1881. Moreover, Yano fired Whitney in 1878 due to his high annual salary 
(Hosoya, 1990: 313). However, some lectures in English remainned in the curriculum. 

In 1876, Yano introduced Shogyo Jissen (Case Method) based on U.S. business colleges for 
which a specific classroom was built. Students experienced simulated trade using imitation coins. 

Top students were sent on expeditions, and after returning, they were asked to write reports on 
business dealings and bookkeeping practices. One student undertook work experience on a steamship 
line (Shibasaki, 1893). The use of the case method and expeditions meant that the curriculum of the 
Institute for Business Training was affected by U.S. business colleges and thus practice oriented. 

Teachers required work experience. For example, when foreign teachers were recuritted in 
1885, the Institute for Business Training sought graduates with honors from the major European Higher 
Commercial Schools, such as the École Supérieure de Commerce de Paris in France and the Institut 
Supérieur de Commerce d’Anvers in Belgium, and work experience. 

After the establishment of a course in Japanese, the number of Japanese teachers increased. 
Most Japanese teachers had work experience. Kenzo Sugibayashi was a former rice broker. Yotaro Iga 
had experience working in a trading company in London, and many Japanese teachers were former 
government officials. Lectures by these teachers who were former practitioners were likely practice 
oriented. 

The Institute for Business Training became a national school under the direct supervision of 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce of Japan and changed its name to Tokyo Shogyo Gakko 
(Tokyo Commercial School) in 1884. Then, the Tokyo Commercial School came under the control of 
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the Ministry of Education and absorbed Tokyo Gaigo Gakko (Tokyo Foreign Language School) in 1885. 
The Tokyo Foreign Language School contained a business college that was affected by Belgian higher 
commercial education institutes like the Institut Supérieur de Commerce d’Anvers. In 1887, the status 
of the Tokyo Commercial School was raised to that of the Higher Commercial School. Nationalization 
raised the social status of the school. However, the practice-oriented nature of the curriculum was 
maintained.

3.	The	Interfaces	between	Business	and	School	

In spite of nationalization, the connection between the Higher Commercial School and the 
business world was maintained. The school had an advisory committee and an organized alumni 
association through which businesspersons could express their opinions about the governance of the 
school (See Figure1).

Figure	1:	Governance	Structure	of	Tokyo	Higher	Commercial	School

Advisory Committee
Most vocational schools that came under the control of the Ministry of Education before 1890 

introduced advisory committees. At first, in 1884, the Tokyo Commercial School set up an advisory 
committee, which was maintained after the nationalization of the school. Similar committees were 
introduced to Tokyo Kogyo Gakko (Tokyo Technical School), Tokyo Bijutsu Gakko (Tokyo School of 
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Fine Arts), and Tokyo Ongaku Gakko (Tokyo Music School ). However, these committees did not have 
legal foundations. 

 Revisions of laws concerning national vocational schools in October 1890 and March 1891 
provided the legal basis for those advisory committees in national vocational schools. After that, most 
national vocational schools introduced advisory committees until around 1900. 

 The legislation of advisory committees was supposed to be led by a government official of the 
Ministry of Education, including Arata Hamao and Kenzo Oyama who held the diffusionism ideology 
and thought that vocational education had to be diffused through close communication and cooperation 
with businesspeople (Fujino, 2008; Meshitsuka, 2012). 

Alumni Association and Shibusawa
 The Alumni Association of the Higher Commercial School also functioned as an interface 

between the Higher Commercial School and businesspeople. Shibusawa Eiichi, who was a leading 
businessperson in Japan before World War II, was not only a member of the advisory committee but also 
an influential leader of this alumni association despite not being a graduate of the school. Shibusawa was 
an ideological leader among young businesspeople. Society called Ryumonsha consisted of people who 
respected Shibusawa (Shimada, 2007: 172), and many leaders of alumni associations were members of 
the group (Meshitsuka, 2012).

 As noted in this section, the Higher Commercial School had close connections with 
businesspeople, especially Shibusawa. However, these connections did not function to maintain the link 
between the curriculum of the school and business practices. In fact, Shibusawa encouraged divergence 
between them. This will be discussed further later in the paper.

4.	From	Practice	Oriented	to	Theory	Oriented	and	Moral	Oriented

The revision of the curriculum in September 1896 was a turning point from practice oriented 
to theory oriented in the history of the Higher Commercial School (Meshitsuka, 2012). The revision 
had five crucial points: (1) Fulfillment of industrial education, (2) Fulfillment of moral education, (3) 
Establishment of commercial education as a science, (4) Fulfillment of lectures on economics and 
law, and (5) Fulfillment of lectures on commercial geography and the history of commerce (Sanju Yon 
Ginko, 1930: 285-286).

Kenzo Oyama, president of the school at the time, mentioned this revision in his article (Oyama, 
1897). Oyama thought that the fundamentals of vocational education were the acquisition of knowledge 
and the cultivation of the mind:

People misunderstand the aims of vocational education. People are likely to think that 
graduates from vocational schools are capable immediately. There is an error in the common 
belief. In fact, work experience is even better than learning in vocational school for acquiring 
and improving the skill. The aim of vocational education is not the improvement of the skill but 
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the acquirement of knowledge that form a foundation of entrepreneurship and the cultivation of 
necessary mind for entrepreneurs (Oyama, 1897). 

This revision of the curriculum was not caused by miscommunication with businesspeople. 
Rather, businesspersons who were members of the advisory committee, especially Shibusawa, played an 
aggressive role. Oyama remembered this revision in later years: 

Since I was president of the Tokyo Higher Commercial School, I thought that every 
professional of commercial education should keep connections with businesspeople and 
educate their students to be able to adapt to business practices. So I held the advisory committee 
frequently. As a result, the curriculum of the school became nearly perfect (Oyama, 1907). 

5.	Promotion	to	University

In 1900, Shibusawa suggested that the Tokyo Higher Commercial School be promoted to 
university status. Shibusawa’s proposal led to the movement for the promotion of the status among 
teachers, students, graduates, and guardians (Josuikai, 1982: 42). The alumni association of the Tokyo 
Higher Commercial School organized a special committee regarding this issue. Furthermore, eight 
teachers (including Iwao Ishikawa, Bungo Ishikawa, Naibu Kanda, Yoshio Takimoto, Hidematsu 
Tsumura, Tokuzo Fukuda, Kotaro Shida, and Hajime Seki) who were studying in Europe researched 
several European higher commercial schools and published a detailed proposal for a college of 
commerce (Ishikawa et al., 1902). In February and March 1907, the House of Representatives and 
House of Lords passed a bill establishing the College of Commerce (Hitotsubashi University, 1982:50).

The concerned personnel of the Tokyo Higher Commercial School and the Ministry of Education 
had different ideas. The former wanted to promote the status of the Tokyo Higher Commercial School, 
while the latter thought that the establishment of a new single-department college would present an 
inconvenience to the consistency of the national higher educational system in Japan and planned to 
establish a new department relating to comercial education at Tokyo Imperial University. 

In March 1909, dissatisfaction of Tokyo Higher Commercial School students caused the 
movement to remove their unpopular president, Kuranosuke Matsuzaki who was a former professor of 
Tokyo Imperial University. 

Nevertheless, the Ministry of Education did not change its opinion. They directed Tokyo 
Imperial University to establish a new department of commerce. On May 1, 1909, the Tokyo Imperial 
University Council decided to establish a department of commerce, and on May 6, the Ministry of 
Education decided to abolish Senkobu course of the Tokyo Higher Commercial School. The Tokyo 
Higher Commercial School graduates could study for another two years and take bachelor’s degrees at 
Senkobu course. The concerned Tokyo Higher Commercial School personnel reacted sharply against the 
decisions of the Ministry of Education. To express their strong protest against the Ministry of Education, 
all students decided to quit the school voluntarily on May 11, 1909.
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Shibusawa launched a mediation effort, using the authority of the advisory committee. 
Shibusawa claimed that the Advisory Committee had the authority to express its opinion on higher 
commercial education to the Minister of Education. The alumni association supported Shibusawa 
(Meshitsuka, 2012). 

In 1918, the Ministry of Education changed its opinion and permitted the establishment of 
single-department colleges. Then, in 1920, the Tokyo Higher Commercial School was reorganized as 
the Tokyo College of Commerce. While the case method was not employed in the curriculum (See Table 
4), there were several lectures on theories. Few professors had work experience. And furthermore, the 
curriculum involved small group seminars in which students could study academic theories under the 
guidance of professors. 

Table4:	The	Curriculum	of	the	Tokyo	College	of	Commerce	(1922)
Compulsory Elective
Management Distribution Organization Economic Hisroty of Japan English
Bookkeeping Factory Administration History of Economics French
Bank & Finance Cost Accounting Money Theory German
Transportation Auditing Commercial Policy Russian
Insurance Special Bank Industrial Policy Italian
Commodity Foreign currency exchange Agricurtual Policy Dutch
Trading Business Affairs Exchange Conolonial Policy Spanish
Economics Warehouse Social Policy Chinese
Economical Policy Railroad Social Insurance History of Foreigh Policy
Economic History Marine Transportation Statistics Sociology
Fiscal science General Average Administrative Law Philosophy
Statistics Marine Insurance Civil Code Politics
Constitutional law Fire Insurance Mercantile Law Mathmatics
Commercial Code Life Insurance Maritime Law History of Civilization
Constitutional law in English Commodity Law of Procedure History of Asian Foreign Policy
English Asian Economy Bankruptcy Law Economic Psychology

Europian & American Economy International Law Pedagogics
Colonial Economy Private International Law Ethnic Studies

History of Law Municipal Administration
Public Finance

Source: Tokyo Shoka Daigaku Ichiran (Yearbook of the Tokyo College of Commerce).

6.	Discrimination	against	Commerce

Shibusawa did not have a consistent conception of the relationship between practice and 
education. However, he desired to dispel the traditional contempt for merchants in Japan. He felt 
discontented with the absence of university-based commercial education, although there were faculties 
relating to agriculture and industry at Tokyo Imperial University: 

The social status of the Higher Commercial School had raised high. But still their status 
was lower than the Imperial University seriously. This means that people discriminate against 
commerce and commercial education. I’m uncomfortable with this situation. Of course, I don’t 
wish that merchants become too academic. But the social status of the Higher Commercial 
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School should be as high as the social status of the Imperial University(Shibusawa, 1902). 

After the Meiji Restoration, modern economic growth gave businesspeople massive power. 
However, they were still low in terms of social status. Therefore, some businesspersons wanted 
commercial education to become as accomplished as other academic disciplines. For them, the 
promotion of the status of commercial education was a way to dispel the traditional contempt for 
merchants. Thus, although a connection between businesspeople and schools existed, higher commercial 
education, even at the Tokyo Higher Commercial School, lost its practice-oriented nature through the 
institutionalization process.

7.	Conclusion

As we have seen, the Higher Commercial School had an advisory board that provided some 
businesspersons opportunities to present their opinions on commercial education. Furthermore, the 
alumni association of this school was led by a businessperson, Eiichi Shibusawa. However, this close 
connection between the school and businesspeople did not maintain the practice-oriented nature of the 
school and perhaps even weakened it. 

This event was based on a background of little demand for higher commercial education. During 
the Meiji period (1868-1912), even large mines and corporations could ensure adequate human resources 
through apprenticeships and mid-career employment (Sugayama, 2011: Ch.1). For example, Mitsui 
& Co., the largest Japanese trading company, even strengthened the traditional apprenticeship system 
during the 19th century. In 1903, 66% of its salaried workers were former apprentices (Wakabayashi, 
2007:19). Most companies employed only small numbers of graduates from higher education institutes 
as candidates for executive positions. Therefore, the future of higher commercial education was not a 
serious problem for most companies. Due to the disinterest of most businesspeople, the desire of some 
to raise the social status of commerce led to the debate on higher commercial education.
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